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Introduction
What is now the city of Luxor in Upper Egypt has been in use since 3200 BC when it
went by the name of Waset, commonly known now as the ancient Egyptian city of Thebes
(Sullivan 2010: 1). Although not reaching its height of royal and political importance until the
New Kingdom, Thebes became the capital of upper Egypt under the Intef dynasty in the First
Intermediate Period (Dorman and Bryan 2007: XIV). When Intef III’s son Menhotep II reunited
Egypt in 2050 AD, Thebes remained the capital of a now unified Egypt (Sullivan 2010:1). The
Middle Kingdom was thus born, and with it a new era of prosperity. With the arrival of the
Middle Kingdom also came a “widespread building of religious structures,” most of which are
scarce now because they were later demolished or “substantially rebuilt” and then “incorporated
into more elaborated structures erected on the same sites” (Wilkinson 2000: 22). Two notable
exclusions to this pattern are the temples of Karnak and Luxor, both still situated in situ in the
modern-day city of Luxor, their structural presence still very dominating of a landscape that is no
longer ideologically pagan.
Thebes, like most ancient Egyptian cities, was built on the east bank of the Nile. Across
the mighty river, the famous Valley of the Kings was built during the New Kingdom, only
increasing the popularity of the area, in both population and visitors. As Thebes grew, so did the
Karnak and Luxor Temples. Pharaohs continuously added to the structures and thus also to the
glory of both the temples. They came to be regarded as one complex, which is now recognized as
the second largest religious site in the ancient or modern world, second only to Angkor Wat in
Cambodia (Peters 2005).The environment seems to have been very important to both the rise of
civilization and the creation of religioscapes, “physical markers of the space in which
practitioners of a given religious community interact, and thus to the spatial parameters of social
presences” (Hayden 2016: 37). Religioscapes are inherently fluid and their built environment
changes as the ideological environment changes (Hayden 2016: 134-51). Archeoscapes, on the
other hand, are the physical remnants of a past religioscape that can be observed and establish “a
past religioscape in the absence, for centuries, of practitioners of that religion” (Hayden 2016:
151). Religion has always been an important element of life in Luxor, and various religioscapes
have passed through including different forms of paganism, Coptic Christianity, and Islam. The
last of these, Islam, still dominates the political and ideological landscape today in the Arab
Republic of Egypt, even though the economy thrives on the tourism focusing on the physical
remains of the long-dead Egyptian paganism religioscape.
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Through my research I hope to use the history behind modern-day Luxor to emphasize
how a purely physical archaeoscape (paganism in Luxor) can hold just as much power as a
religioscape that is both physical and ideological (Islam in Luxor) despite its absence in living
population. Most Egyptologists end their research on the ancient world with the advance of
Alexander the Great in 332 BC (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 198). However, the effects of
ancient Egyptian paganism did not disappear with Alexander, nor did they disappear with the
introduction of Christianity or Islam. I will also examine how the physical landscape – in
Luxor’s case, the presence of the Nile – can produce and endure these archeoscapes/religioscapes
in ways that may be seen as syncretic to some due to the intrinsic similarities of religions from
different time periods within the same geographical area. However, these similarities are nothing
more than a completely natural and human occurrence to retain culture and tradition, not
necessarily religion or ideology; a “muscle memory” of culture, if you will. A cultural muscle
memory is the continuation of a ritual or tradition even after the dissolution of the ideology,
belief, or religion behind the original ritual. It rather unintentionally retains a traditional cultural
element.
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Figure 1
Figure 2
Outlines of Luxor (Fig. 1) and Karnak (Fig. 2) Temples (Wilkinson 2000)
The Layout of Luxor-Karnak
Although there is evidence that Luxor Temple (Figures A and C) was not recognized as a
fully sacred space until the New Kingdom (Dorman and Bryan 2007: 11), the outstanding belief
in academia is that Senwosret I began its creation during the Middle Kingdom as the surrounding
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city was built up as the new capital of a reunited Egypt (Sullivan 2010). Wilkinson (2000) tracks
its progress through time: Luxor’s original Middle Kingdom core included a barque shrine and is
the southwestern most section of the temple, and all other ancient Egyptian additions were
developed northeastern from there outward, following the Nile toward Karnak Temple. The next
substantial addition happened under Amenhotep III, who added a sun court and colonnade in the
18 Dynasty (New Kingdom). Next, Ramesses II added a court, another barque shrine, and a
pylon, among other monuments. Several later rulers continued to add their own chapels, courts,
temples, and kiosks within Luxor Temple, with the Avenue of the Sphinxes that physically leads
to Karnak Temple at the “top” of the complex. This addition, completed by Nectanebo I of the
last native Egyptian dynasty, was possibly one of the last additions to either temple that was of
the ancient Egyptian religion. At least three or four Coptic churches and one mosque were added
to the archeoscape during the relevant periods of rule (Wilkinson 2000: 48).
th

Karnak Temple’s construction (Figure 2) occurred differently than Luxor’s. Pharaoh Intef II
sponsored the original construction, most likely during the First Intermediate Period (Sullivan
2010: 1). Instead of an orderly line of additions, construction at Karnak was more sporadic, but
also more imposing. In fact, it is considered the most impressive ancient temple still standing in
Egypt today, commonly used as a backdrop for movies wishing to convey exoticism, awe, or raw
power (most iconic in The Spy Who Loved Me, Transformers: Revenge of the Fallen, and The
Mummy Returns). It was built upon mostly by rulers from native Egypt through early Coptic
times and seems to have almost always been used for pagan purposes (Wilkinson 2000: 154).
Karnak is dedicated to the god Amun, the highest-ranking god by the New Kingdom (Hornell
1938: 145) but it also contains subsidiary temples to the two other gods in Amun’s triad, Mut and
Khonsu, as well as lesser gods including Montu, Maat, Harpare, and Opet (Wilkinson 2000:
154). Karnak contains a wide variety of other monumental structures and statues dedicated to
gods and pharaohs alike and hosts two sacred lakes, multiple barque shrines, and a grand
hypostyle hall (Wilkinson 2000). As shown in Figure 2, Karnak has three main enclosed sections
with the Precinct of Montu to the north and the Precinct of Mut to the south of the main area
dedicated to Amun. The Avenue of Sphinxes that leads up from Luxor splits into two other
avenues near the Precinct of Mut – the Avenue of the Rams and the Avenue of the Ram-Headed
Sphinxes (Bell 1997: 134). Unlike Luxor, the literature only discusses one area of evidence of
use after the Roman Period: Coptic icons painted onto six columns in the hypostyle hall (Figure
5) (Peters 2005).

Figure 3. Luxor Temple as seen from the main road, modern day
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Although Luxor and Karnak were connected by the Avenue of the Sphinxes by the end of
native Egyptian rule, it is clear they developed separately, and each had their own individual
purpose. Karnak became the cult center for worship of Amun, and thus a very important temple
to Egyptians everywhere. The meaning of Luxor’s existence, on the other hand, has proven more
difficult for researchers to determine. It was neither a mortuary temple nor a cult temple to a god
of the pantheon, as most others were. Bell (1985) suggested instead that Luxor was indeed a cult
temple, but to the royal ka instead of a standard god (251). A ruler cannot become divine until he
becomes one with the royal ka, a process that most likely took place during the annual ancient
Egyptian Opet Festival at Luxor-Karnak (Bell 1985: 261). It has also been suggested that Luxor
was instead dedicated to rebirth and may have been the location of the crowning of kings (Bell
1997: 138). Luxor-Karnak was at its peak under Amenophis III and Ramesses II in the
eighteenth and nineteenth dynasties. This was during the New Kingdom, an era which showed an
“expansion of Egypt’s political and economic power… [which] led to both the building of
numerous new temples and the expansion of many which already existed” (Wilkinson 2000: 24).
It was during this time that stone became the main building material, with the first temples
entirely made of stone beginning to appear (Wilkinson 2000: 24). This may also be one reason
why Luxor-Karnak exists today when many other Middle Kingdom temples do not. The site
finally entered decline in the Third Intermediate and Late Periods due to invaders and outside
rulers such as the Nubian Kushite kings, the Assyrians, Achaemenid Persians, Alexander the
Great, and the Romans (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 198).
There were many physical religious elements added to Luxor Temple over the years by
various religious institutions. By 400 AD, much of the ancient Egyptian lands had been
Christianized by the Romans, and churches were established (Wilkinson 2000: 29). As for the
four Coptic churches noted in Figure 1, none remain erect today and there are only a few residual
elements that reveal Luxor Temple’s Christian moment; these are discussed later. By 639 AD, an
Arab army from Sinai had wrestled Egypt from Byzantine control. From this point forward, the
Luxor-Karnak area was considered Islamic by rule, and eventually the population became
predominantly Islamic as well (Wilkinson 2000: 29). The city remains under Islamic rule today.
The Abu’l Hajjaj mosque was built directly on the church that was the most central within the
Luxor Temple. There may be archaeological evidence for this church underneath the mosque,
but as the mosque is still in use and the Muslims are the dominant group, the information may
never be uncovered (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 207-9). One can also see the outline of a
castrum, or Roman military camp, within and around Luxor Temple. Scholars are unclear on
whether or not the Romans did much to convert the temple religiously before they were
Christianized, although there is evidence of a Roman cult dedicated to the Roman emperor at
Luxor (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 204) and of Augustus adding onto the Temple of Opet
within Karnak Temple (Wilkinson 2000: 162).
Ancient Egypt
The most well-documented use of Luxor-Karnak in ancient times was the annual Opet
festival. The “Beautiful Festival of the Opet” (Figure 4), as the ceremony is often called, was in
ancient times a glorious and magnificent affair that celebrated the god Amun. At one point it
included at least fifteen boats, as recorded on the western wall during the time of Ramses III,
which carried the pharaoh, his court, statues of Amun and his family Mut and Khons, priests,
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musicians, and dancers, all either under sail or towed by more boats (Hornell 1938: 145). The
royal barque that the pharaoh rode in during the ceremony was “resplendent in gold and silver
ornament and richly painted in bold primary colors that strike no jarring note in a sun-bathed
land” (Hornell 1938: 145). Peters gives a detailed description of the path of the Opet, which
began in the inner sanctum at Karnak with the barques of the king and queen accompanied by a
barque that held Amun-Ra’s cult statue (2015: 68). The procession continued through various
pylons within Karnak, and assorted statues of gods on their own barques joined before the group
processed the two miles to Luxor Temple, either over land or by river (2015: 69). The gods and
the king and queen interacted with the public during the procession and were even “rejuvenated”
by these exchanges with them (2015: 69).
Templeol
Hatshepsut

Ramesseum

[} {]
Beau11ful Feast
Ol lhe Valley
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Temple
of
Sethosl
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Figure 4. Path of the Beautiful Festival of the Opet (Wilkinson 2000: 95)
The purpose of this festival has been lightly contested in the literature. Peters (2015) and
Bell (1985) both note that the importance of this festival for a king to reunite with his ka (spirit)
and thus live forever in the afterlife; other sources, however, say that the Opet festival was one
that celebrated the marriage and fertility of the pharaoh, as Opet means fertility (Fluck et al 2015,
Wilkinson 2000, Hornell 1938, etc.). Even Bell discusses Amun’s role as a “self-generating
fertility god” (259) and the numerous representations of the divine conception and birth of
various pharaohs within Luxor (280), which may give evidence to support the latter argument.
Still, Peters, Bell, and their opposition all stress the ultimate importance of royal barques (boats)
and their use by kings within the festival. Sacred barques were pulled on land as well as along
the Nile, and at Luxor Temple’s original core was a room dedicated to the sacred barque
(Wilkinson 2000: 48). In fact, the importance of the barque to the people of Luxor was so
prominent that even foreign rulers began to take part in celebrating it.
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Foreign Rulers
Most of the time, foreign rulers adapted their religion and their rule to accommodate the
Egyptian populace. Alexander the Great built shrines at Karnak and Luxor in order to build a
reputation among the people, as Augustus may have also done later (Peters 2015: 71).
Alexander, whom came to be considered a son of Zeus-Ammon by his Egyptian subjects (Bell
1985: 254), helped continue the importance of the Opet festival by rebuilding the free-standing
barque shrine within the confines of Luxor (Peters 2015: 71). He was also “undoubtedly”
formally accepted as a legitimate Egyptian ruler, as curved ram’s horns (Alexander’s symbol of
divinity in the Hellenistic world) appeared in association with Egyptian god Amun (Bell 1985:
270). Alexander, the Ptolemaic dynasty, and the Romans (at least at first) took good care of
standing Egyptian structures and sometimes even built their own in the same architectural format
(Wilkinson 2000: 27, Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 198). They attempted to integrate
themselves within the existing ideologies and cultural systems and recognized that “temples to
Egyptian deities was an obvious method for these foreign kings to legitimize their rule, and one
which they exercised to the full” (Wilkinson 2000: 27). In fact, the previously-mentioned
Temple of Opet within Karnak Temple is a small Graeco-Roman Period sanctuary that was
chiefly built by Ptolemy VIII and decorated by later rulers, including the Roman Emperor
Augustus (Wilkinson 2000: 162) that reflects Ptolemy’s acceptance of the Egyptian religion
instead of completely replacing it with his own. For the most part, the different variations of
paganism seemed to coexist without much turmoil. The Luxor Temple cachette, discovered in
1989, was a deep pit within Luxor Temple that was contained “a remarkable hoard of statuary”
from the 18 dynasty to the Ptolemaic Period; it was likely deposited in the early 4 century AD
to make way for the installation of the cult of the deified Roman emperor in Luxor at that time
(Wilkinson 2000: 64). The statuary within the cachette, explicitly kept unbroken by the Romans,
could simply be evidence of the Romans’ respect for Egyptian artistic styles, but removing the
statues instead of destroying or reusing them in a Roman pagan context is part of this larger
pattern of assimilation instead of destruction of sites to gain dominance. Later, the Romans took
a brief detour from religion at Luxor: for a short period, Luxor Temple was turned into a Roman
castrum, or military camp (Wickett 2012: 114, Bell 1985: 274, Strudwick and Strudwick 1999:
71). This camp was established close to end of the second century AD, “perhaps fifty years or so
after it ceased to have any remaining religious functions” (Strudwick and Strudwick 1999: 204).
There is no literature noting the effects that putting this militaristic camp on top of the extremely
sacred site of Luxor had on the Egyptian people, but one can imagine it was a bit jarring.
th

th

Coptic Egypt
When the Romans built their castrum at Luxor, there is evidence that they may have
blocked the doorway to the king’s barque and ka statue with an apse, signifying that “the source
of the emperors’ divinity was now different from that of the Egyptian king” (Bell 1985: 274).
This strategic effort almost forewarns of what would happen to most ancient Egyptian temples
once Christianity became the rule of the land. In 383 AD, pagan temples throughout the Roman
Empire were ordered to close by emperor Theodosius under Christian doctrine. By the mid-400s
AD, Valentinian was “[sanctioning] the persecution of pagans and destruction of their religious
structures,” resulting in many Egyptian temples being shunned and left empty. Wilkinson (2000)
notes that if temples were not destroyed, they were utilized instead as chapels, basilicas, and
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areas of prayer for the new faith (29). In fact, Egyptologist Heike Behlmer of Macquarie
University writes that it seems that almost every pharaonic temple in Thebes shows evidence of
once displaying signs of Christian reuse or settlement – signs that have mostly been erased due to
the rapid increase of interest in ancient Egypt during the late 1800s onward (Dorman and Bryan
163).
Luxor Temple
At least three or four churches were built in and around the Luxor Temple during
Christian rule, but none remain except as ruins today. Most sources easily indicate four churches
(Wilkinson 2000, Peters 2005), however Bell (1985) insists that an apse consistently identified as
a Coptic Church within Luxor is that of the abovementioned Roman castrum (274). Note that it
is unclear from the literature whether the apse Bell (1985) is referring to is included in the four
churches that Wilkinson and Peters each describe. The Romans became infinitely more
destructive of ancient Egyptian pagan temples once the Roman Empire was Christianized
(Wilkinson 2000: 29). This was to be expected, as their former paganism was better adapted to
living peacefully with Egyptian paganism than is or was monotheistic Christianity. Without both
the conquerors and conquered adhering to similar paganisms, the Romans used destruction,
violence, and site takeovers to assert the dominance of the new religion, Christianity (see later
section on antagonistic tolerance). Other instances of religious takeovers in history (Istanbul by
the Turks, for example) show conquerors’ tendencies to simply reuse a religious structure by
embedding the core of their own religions with a structure of the old one. The Christians here,
however, took a different approach. Instead of taking over the temple structures, they attempted
to dismantle paganism by literally dismantling temples and using the sacred stone from there to
build something new; the old religion was literally and metaphorically placed under the new
religion. This is almost ironic, as in turn, as the old religion has not gone away, as we will
discuss regarding the moulid of Abu’l Hajjaj. According to Wilkinson (2000), a Christian
basilica was built in the northeast corner of the first court of the Egyptian temple. This basilica
no longer exists in full, as a temple to the local Muslim saint Abu’l Hajjaj (Figure 6) (also
written Abu el-Haggag) now stands there (98).
Karnak Temple
At least four Orthodox icons can be seen in the center of the Hypostyle Hall in Karnak
Temple meaning that the hall may have been turned into a makeshift church (Figure 5) (Peters
2015). The reasoning in choosing the hypostyle hall for these images and rituals may have been
twofold. First, the hypostyle hall is a structure of unsurpassed beauty and grandeur – this is
usually the part of Karnak shown in the abovementioned Hollywood movies. Second, it is in
close proximity and leads directly to the Great Temple of Amun, the seat of power within
Karnak Temple and possibly the entirety of Thebes. These two aspects – centrality and
perceptibility (discussed later) – are important to an efficient demonstration of dominance of the
new religion during a forceful change in regime. Beauty and grandeur attract attention, making
the Coptic portion of Karnak more perceptible. The proximity to Amun centrally locates the
Coptic church and possibly even allied it with Amun for a moment to integrate the pagan
Egyptians into the new monotheistic religion. The literature does not give an approximate date of
these images in relation to the creation of Coptic churches within Luxor.
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Figure 5. Coptic saint images on columns in the Hypostyle Hall at Karnak (Erin Peters)
Islamic Egypt
Islam quickly spread to Egypt just after its founding in the 7 century AD and included
several different ruling empires throughout time including Abbasid, Fatimid, Ayyubid Mamluk,
and Ottoman (Fluck et al 2015: 150). The caliphs, Muhammad’s successors and rulers of Islam,
were for a while “content to run Egypt through a Coptic administration, but eventually the
majority of Egyptians converted to the new religion” (Wilkinson 2000: 29). The ruling Arabs
took over only the highest administrative positions with members of the Islamic faith and left the
local ruling to the Copts (Fluck et al 2015: 39). Mosques were built throughout Egypt, and in
1286, the Abu’l Hajjaj mosque was built in Luxor to honor a local Muslim saint by the same
name (Wicket 2012: 406). Like the Luxor Christians before them – whose churches with LuxorKarnak were, by that point, mostly destroyed – the Muslims also chose to build their new
mosque within the remains of Luxor Temple. I cannot find evidence of any other mosque in
Egypt that is so obviously built on or within ruins of a pagan temple.
th

Muslim/Christian Saint Contestation
Although the mosque (Figure 6) was built for the Muslim sheikh (saint) Sidi Yusef Abu’l
Hajjaj, modern Copts of the area disagree with the Islamic majority on his identity. They claim
instead that the holy man being celebrated is actually Amba Samuīl, a Christian monk who was
“beheaded by the Arabs because he would not apostatize,” or renounce his religion (Hornell
1938: 146). More information on Amba Samuīl does not seem to be available, at least in English
literature. Sidi Abu’l Hajjaj is known as “Our Lord, Father of Pilgrims” and “Greatest of All
Pilgrims,” and is the patron saint of Luxor. He received his name from a miracle attributed to
him in the late 12 or 13 century. One version of the miracle sites Abu’l Hajjaj in the deserts of
al-Hejaz in western Saudi Arabia, stranded with other pilgrims and without water. Suddenly,
“their empty flagon brimmed with water and overflowed after his supplications,” indicating a
th

th
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religious miracle (Wickett 2009: 405). Another version that became popular in the 1930’s instead
claimed that Abu’l Hajjaj was originally from Iraq and rescued a ship of a group of pilgrims
from Mecca through “divine intervention” (Wickett 2009: 405, Hornell 1938: 145).

Figure 6. Abu’l Hajjaj Mosque within Luxor Temple ruins
Moulid Festival
In Egypt, moulid festivals (also spelled mulid or mawlid) (Figure 7) celebrate the birth of
one of the many Muslim saints in Islam (Shia Islam). In Luxor, the moulid celebrates the
mediaeval Islamic sheikh Sidi Abu’l Hajjaj “in his shrine above Luxor temple” every year
(Wickett 2009: 403). S. Wachsmann describes the moulid festival that he witnessed in 1998,
where, “During the moulid, celebrants draw boats mounted on wagons around a processional
route (dura)… several men in a processional boat belonging to the felucca-men [soldiers] held
up models of their namesake vessels” (2012: 261). Hornell describes the scene sixty years earlier
in 1938 (145-6):
On the fourteenth day of the month Sha'ban the participants in the procession gather
in the Markaz square, adjoining the mosque of Sheykh el Miqashqash, around the
gaily-beflagged boats of Sheykh Yisef Abu 'l Haggag. These are mounted on fourwheeled lorries, drawn by men and boys hauling on ropes attached to the shafts. Each
boat is freshly painted; each has been fitted with a mast whereon is hoisted a bluestriped lateen-sail. Privileged children, preferably those of the people who claim
descent from the saint, crowd aboard, swarming everywhere. Flags inscribed with
sacred texts are carried before and after the boats, and float, from the masts.
Peters (2015) claims that the “musicians, singers, dancers, members of the military, and other
members of the monarchy participated in festivals, creating a boisterous and celebratory
environment” (70), indicating that the lavishness continues into the modern day. Fluck et al
describe the moulid festival as one celebrated by both Christians and Muslims (2015: 187), but
no other sources have confirmed this. The Fatimids (969 – 1171 AD) sponsored several religious
and public feasts during their rule. Most were abandoned in the following periods (Fluck et al
2015: 186), yet the moulid festival has continued.
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The Moulid versus the Opet
Every source of literature I have examined that mentions both the moulid festival and the
Opet festival marks them as at least manifesting something of a continuation of each other
(Canney 1938: 144, Wachsmann 2012: 261, Wickett 2012: 114, Wicket 2009: 403, etc.). In
1938, James Hornell wrote, “This gorgeous festival has dwindled away lamentably [from its
Opet origins]. Its character has changed completely. Its elaborate ceremonial has been annexed
and degraded into a ragged procession through the streets of Luxor in honor of an obscure
Muhammadan saint… in which foremost place is given to one or two small boats” (145). Either
the moulid has changed drastically since 1938 or Hornell was simply dismissive to Islam due to
the Orientalism mindset that raged during his time, because the festival today is a grand event
involving dancing, faux stick fighting, a procession, multiple car-sized or larger symbolic
barques, ceremonial dress, and other entertainment festivities evident from Internet videos of the
festival, as seen in the various Internet videos uploaded by travelers who watch the festivities.
Wickett (2009) cites the story of Abu’l Hajjaj and the pilgrimage miracle with the boats
as evidence that “the sacred boat paraded in his festival [is] in commemoration of that critical
event” instead of a continuation of the Opet festivities as other scholars have argued (405).
However, I believe there is a high possibility that this boat version of the Abu’l Hajjaj miracle
was created to allow for the Egyptian cultural event to publicly continue while adhering to their
Islamic practices.
It is not unheard of for ancient Egyptian festivals to still have resonance with modern
peoples where a religion continues “beyond the life of the worship of the old gods” (Wilkinson
2000: 98). For example, there is a festival day that honors the rising of the Nile, held annually on
what is now June 19. In such a ceremony, the ancient Egyptian gods were also worshiped, as
everything was connected, and thus the gods were connected to the rising of the Nile which
sustained the people and their crops. This event must have been “important enough in the culture
of the Egyptians and so embedded in their consciousness” that when Christianity entered the
region, the festival did not disappear. In fact, the modern-day Coptic church still holds a
celebration on June 19, but instead of directly saying it is for the Nile, it is deemed the feast Day
of St. Michael – patron saint of the Nile (Wilkinson 2000: 98). Hornell also mentions several
festivals and customs which are incorporated into Islamic practices, but fairly obviously “echo”
ancient Egyptian practices (1938: 146).
Wickett (2012) asserts that the greatest change to come to Luxor in the last few centuries
was when men who had emigrated to work in the Gulf and Saudi Arabia returned to Luxor (114).
While in Saudi Arabia, they practiced Islam within the context of their new home – Wahhabi
Islam – which had never been under the influence of ancient Egyptian culture or religion.
Wahhabi Islam is a stricter form of Islam than the Shia Islam that is more commonly practiced in
Egypt. These returning men began a campaign against practices that they had always been done
in Luxor, but they now considered “heretical” due to the influence of Wahhabism. Soon, local
sheiks “and later on… the literate male community” joined in on this campaign, particularly in
its aims towards women who performed laments at funerals. These lamentations were performed
in the Luxor area all the way back to the times of the Pyramid Texts (Wicket 2012) but were not
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practiced in Islam in Saudi Arabia. Thus, the returning men saw it as “un-Islamic” and enforced
a ban on the practice. Some women ignored this and continued to lament, as women and men
were traditionally split up at funerals anyway, and the women felt that it was “their moral duty to
[loudly lament] for the perpetuation of the family unit” (Wickett 2012: 114-115). This issue
continued to boil until 2003, when traditional houses were being destroyed for tourist sector
development. Many of the women who longed to lament recontextualized the activity (lyrics,
sounds, etc.) into expressing “their sorrow at the destructions of their homes and neighborhoods”
in order to make their wailing acceptable within the new Wahhabi-inspired guidelines (Wickett
2012: 114). This does not mean that these women practiced any form of syncretism of Islam and
ancient Egyptian religion within their religious schema. Instead, this is a prime example of
muscle memory, with the continuation of tradition and culture reigning supreme over religious
ideologies.

Figure 7. Image of 2011 moulid festival – one of the many makeshift boats used in the
procession
In addition, as Wahhabism rejects the veneration of saints, it is slightly confusing that
these same men who, returning from Saudi Arabia, scorned women for their use of laments
based on ancient pagan rituals, yet they themselves continue to parade in a festival that venerates
a saint. In this case, there could be deeper reasoning behind the banning of laments; possibly
these men were less concerned with religious perfection and more with decreasing the
involvement of women in ceremonial ritual.
The continuation of lamentation through situations other than their original intent simply
to be able to continue them can be seen as an example of muscle memory. Recall that muscle
memory refers to the continuation of religious rituals or practices beyond their original religious
contexts due to an adherence to tradition. Although the ideological intent behind the ritual,
tradition, or practice may have changed, it remains an important aspect of a culture and continues
to be performed within different situational contexts. Flack et al. state the difficulty that comes
with trying to determine how specific traditions emerged, as well as if common features prove
“deep shared roots between the different religions and customs, [or] which group influenced the
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other” (2015: 187). To get closer to determining this, we must examine how these different
ideologies and religions related to each other in the physical space in which they existed
together, even if only for a brief time. One model that may support the concept of muscle
memory is Robert Hayden’s model of antagonistic tolerance.
Antagonistic Tolerance
Even a basic literature review of sources discussing the moulid of Abu’l Hajjaj the word
“syncretism” appears in conversation. The term syncretism has a variety of definitions but
generally describes when two separate parties develop similarities and via contact show signs of
unity in practice of belief, usually unintentionally (Bowman 2010, Lubanksa 2013). The use of
the term is often slightly derogatory as well, especially in terms of religion where purity of form
is normally crucial. However, the question remains as to whether similarities of practice
automatically constitute syncretism or if there are deeper cultural constraints at work. Robert
Hayden and his global team have developed a model termed antagonistic tolerance, which
applies to “communities who define themselves and each other as Self and Other primarily on
religious grounds, and who live intermingled but usually discourage intermarriage” (Hayden
2016: 1).
Hayden (2016) also writes that, “Controlling key religious sites make the dominance of
the group in power visible and palpable, and changes in dominance can be observed in the
changing physical qualities of religious sites” (2016: 1). Physical qualities at Luxor-Karnak were
changed by various rulers. Akhenaten, who was a native Egyptian pharaoh, destroyed many of
the depictions of Amun that had been carved into the temple walls when he tried to change the
empire from the traditional ancient Egyptian polytheism to a sort of monotheism during his reign
(Wilkinson 2000: 25). As discussed earlier, the Romans infused the Egyptian paganism with
some of their own symbolisms, and Christians and Muslims built on top of the existing religious
structures. Through the presence of the various stages of dominance throughout history within
the ruins (the temple itself, Amun’s face scratched off, evidence of a church, etc. – see Figures I
and J), Luxor-Karnak is a perfect example of changes in power that adheres to Hayden’s model
of antagonistic tolerance. Although Luxor-Karnak has been incorporated into the Islamic
religioscape, both temples are still incredibly obvious and perceptible on the physical landscape.
The minaret may be the tallest part of the complex, but the pagan temple ruins dwarf the Islamic
structures within in pure square-footage, mass, and intrigue.
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Figure 8
Figure 9
Examples of religious destruction to assert dominance at Luxor Temple
Outside of Luxor, other ancient Egyptian temples still exist as well. Wilkinson (2000)
mentions that some of the best-preserved examples of Egypt’s ancient religious structures are
temples that were distant from major population centers (29). These temples were abandoned or
ignored by newer religions who focused their efforts on incorporating, destroying, and/or
building on top of more central and important sites such as Luxor and Karnak. This is evidence
for the existence of antagonistic tolerance within Egypt, and similar acts of dominance (changing
over only the most central and/or perceptible sites).
As previously mentioned, although syncretism could be argued between ancient Egyptian
paganism and Islam in current practice in Luxor, I believe any “syncretism” noted could instead
be chalked up as a continuation of certain aspects of culture, specifically for those traditions as
traditions and not for their religious symbolism. Thus, the “syncretism” seen is surface-deep, and
not true syncretism – i.e., it is unintentional, not malicious, and does not extend into changing the
true meaning or beliefs of either faith system. Examples of this exist all over the world.
Lubanska (2013) discussed an example of this taking place in Bulgaria, where Muslims,
Christians, and the like all come and pray to St. George, yet make sure to keep the most
important aspects of their faiths separate and pure of one another; Bowman (2010) discussed a
similar site concerning St. Nicholas in Macedonia; Hayden (2016) discussed other similar sites
outside of the Balkans that also function as locations of religious sharing with religious
similarities that does not indicate total or “true” syncretism between two or more religions.
Hornell notes a strange occurrence concerning the use of ceremonial boats that may give
evidence of this non-syncretism in Luxor, finding that “Except for their appearance on the day of
the festival, [the boats] lie neglected in the precinct of the saint’s tomb-mosque” (1938: 146). For
the ancient Egyptians, the use of boats ceremonially ran deeper into their culture, as was evident
to Alexander the Great’s construction Karnak when he came to Egypt and tried to integrate
within the existing cultures (Fluck et al 2015: 46). During Hornell’s time, at least (1938), citizens
of Luxor took only the physical object and not the emotional intensity from the Egyptians, thus
revealing a surface-level syncretism that should not be considered a true syncretism at all.
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Wachsmann notes that “we must keep in mind that we are not dealing with actual ships, but
rather with representations… images refracted through the eyes, minds, and hands of their
creators, as well as through their culture, schooling, mental attitudes, and skill sets” (2012: 240).
Still, it is important to note that Luxor-Karnak is almost – if not completely – unique to
Egypt. Luxor is the only previous temple that now serves as grounds for a mosque. This could
possibly be because during Christian times they destroyed so many pagan temples that, by the
time Islam spread through the area, there were no temples left to reestablish as Islamic. Still,
many temples do still exist outside of Luxor-Karnak all over Egypt and are a part of the tourist
landscape today; so, why Luxor-Karnak for the mosque?
Why Luxor?
Today, the three to five Coptic sites that once stood in and directly around the Luxor and
Karnak temples are gone, their only remnants being scattered painted imagery on some of the
colonnades. The temples themselves are in partial ruin but continue to dominate the site, despite
the Abu’l Hajjaj mosque and its minaret that stand within the Luxor Temple’s ruins. The city as a
whole is a very popular tourist destination for foreigners and Egyptians alike, including other
attractions such as the tomb of Queen Hatshepsut and the Valley of the Kings, located across the
Nile River.
One aspect that does at first seem to contend with the antagonistic tolerance model is the
fact that most of the post-Egyptian additions were to the lesser temple, Luxor, instead of Karnak.
Karnak, as you will recall, was the larger, more perceptible temple of the two since the Middle
Kingdom. It housed Amun, the main Egyptian god, and was the starting and ending point of the
Opet festival. Daily prayers were performed within the temple by priests even into the Roman
period (Peters 2015: 67) and the temple was probably even able to be accessed by the more
common populace as well (Peters 2015: 70). Egyptian rulers added to both temples throughout
various reigns (Wilkinson 2000: 48). However, almost every ruler from the Romans onward
chose Luxor instead on which to build any temples or additions.
This preference is most likely due to the significance behind the one time of the year
Luxor’s function outweighed Karnak’s, the Opet festival. It signals an awareness that
“legitimacy as an Egyptian ruler depended on… formal acceptance [at Luxor] by Amun-Ra
during the Opet Festival” (Bell 1985: 270). Luxor was known to be where “god and king were
rejuvenated” (Peters 2015: 71). This may have influenced strong leaders from both Egyptianand foreign-born such as Ramses II, Alexander the Great, Ptolemy I, and Augustus each to build
there (instead of Karnak) to affirm himself as the true king who was to be respected as a god.
When Alexander the Great reigned over the area, one of his actions was the revitalization of the
room of the sacred barque at Luxor Temple (Wilkinson 2000). Furthermore, the use of Luxor
instead of Karnak on which to build new religious structures to assert dominance implies the
dominance of Luxor over Karnak, and thus the continuation of the utmost importance of the Opet
festival both in practice and in the minds and culture of the Egyptians.
This importance of Luxor over Karnak is emphasized by how the most well-known
female Pharaoh, Hatshepsut, used the area. Hatshepsut’s right to rule was contested by many due
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to her strange accession to the throne and her female gender (Bell 1985: 291). She was the first
pharaoh to depict the miracle of her divine conception and birth, and her rule seems to hold the
earliest artistic representation of the Opet festival procession. She seems to have generally
emphasized Luxor Temple and even embellished the processional avenue (the Avenue of the
Sphinxes) between Karnak and Luxor. Bell (1985) claims that, “Given the unusual circumstances
of her accession to the throne, it is understandable that the proof of her legitimacy, afforded by
the celebration of the Opet Festival, would have been one of the priorities of her reign” (1985:
290-91). The insistence of later foreign rulers such as Alexander, the Romans, the Christians, and
the Muslims are echoes of this belief that holding Luxor meant holding the people. These rulers,
like Hatshepsut before them, knew that the people they ruled believed that Luxor was the exact
physical point where the earthly rulers become one with the divine rulers. This was a concept
central to the ancient Egyptian religion, and a concept that kept the ruler easily and safely in
power. Hatshepsut, Alexander, and the like used Luxor to assert their right to rule, and the later
Muslim rulers who built Abu’l Hajjaj in its premium location seem to have capitalized on this
approach to slipping into power as well.
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Figure 10. Modern city of Luxor. The red dashes show mosques; the blue dashes show churches.
Created using Google maps.
Modern Egypt Religioscapes Today
Today in Luxor, a few different religioscapes and archeoscapes exist. There is still a live
Christian presence in Egypt overall with recent census data showing the population is ninety
percent Islamic and ten percent Christian, with less than 2,000 individuals claiming to be Bahà’í
and 200 individuals claiming to be Jewish (Central Intelligence Agency, 2016). Within the main
area of the east bank of the modern city of Luxor, there are twenty-three active religious houses
of worship. Of those twenty-three, six are churches and seventeen are mosques, giving the
churches a very high twenty-six percent control over religious institutions within the main tourist
area of the city. However, when mapped, a strange pattern appears: all six churches are clustered
together in one part of the city, between the two temples. Furthermore, mosques physically cut
the churches off from both Luxor and Karnak ruins (Figure 10). The Abu’l Hajjaj mosque is
within the ruins of Luxor Temple; there is another mosque less than 200 feet away across the
street. Although there are no mosques within Karnak ruins, there are no less than six within a
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200-foot radius on either side of the temple. Meanwhile, the closest church to either site is
around 1,000 feet away from the edge of Luxor’s ruins. This reveals that although Christianity is
most likely a small yet sizable portion of Luxor’s modern population, its populace and
religiospace are both dwarfed by those of Islam. Islam, however, may itself take a secondary
position to the past religioscape – now the archaeoscape – of pagan ancient Luxor, Egypt.
Tourism unrelated to religious pilgrimage began in Thebes when Egypt became part of
the classical world between the third century BC and the second century AD (Strudwick and
Strudwick 199: 204). Before this point, visitors to the area came mostly for the Beautiful Festival
of the Opet and to worship Amun at his holy seat (Bell 1997: 140). In the modern day, tourism
overwhelmingly surrounds ancient Egyptian sites rather than any other religious or secular
institutions. The “dead” religion of ancient Egypt is still able to infiltrate modern culture even as
connected to a deep-rooted religion like Islam. There seems to be, or have been, attempts to
contain the amount of power this archaeoscape has over Egyptians and tourists alike. The
placement of the mosques closer to and within the pagan temples is one approach. Wickett
(2009) claims that the main concourse through which Luxor residents went to visit the Abu’l
Hajjaj mosque was flanked by two statues of Ramesses as recently as 1925 (403). This perfectly
imbues the ancient Egyptian religion within the context of Islam. Having these direct
connections between the ancient Egyptian religion and Islam takes the power that comes with
being associated to the former mystique and supremacy of the ancient Egyptian empire, and
molds it to fuel the power of Islam.
In a way, turning important sites from the ancient Egyptian religion into a sport for
tourists severely defiles any remaining religious gravity left within the site and its original use, a
“forced desanctification” of a once-holy space (Hayden 2016: 134). Technically, the space is still
holy, as it is used by Muslims, but there is no evidence that I know of, of Christians or pagans
coming to worship at Luxor-Karnak. Thus, the remaining religioscape within Luxor-Karnak is
Islamic; both Christian and pagan religioscapes (within the physical outlines of the temples
themselves) have died, becoming archeoscapes. Thus, at Luxor, the tourist is transported into an
ancient past, focusing on dynasties, emperors, and deities that have not been worshiped in almost
2000 years. Yet, through blatant perceptibility of beautiful mosques and their centrality to these
pagan tourist sites, dominance is asserted by the Islamic religioscape that keeps a watchful eye
over its conquests.
Luxor Massacre of 1997
Throughout the many transitions of political and religious power in Luxor’s history, the
only large-scale transitional violence came with the early spread of Christianity (Fluck 2015: 78).
The only other major outbreak of violence did not occur until 1997, over thirteen hundred years
after the first Arab Islamic ruler. The Luxor Massacre of 1997 was noted as “among the most
spectacular and outrageous acts of terrorism in modern times” before 9/11. It was carried out by
a group of Islamic extremists on November 17, 1997, at the Temple of Doom, a mortuary temple
of Queen Hatshepsut on the west bank of Luxor in the Valley of the Queens. Although across the
bank from Luxor-Karnak, the Valley of the Kings and the Valley of the Queens have always
been associated with them. The terrorists were “reportedly under the orders from commanders in
Afghanistan” and believed that the massacre of tourists within a site with a famously pagan
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history would bring Egyptians together in celebration and create a form of unity. This plan
ultimately backfired. The terrorists had killed sixty-two people – fifty-eight foreign tourists and
four Egyptians – and as a result the entire Luxor area suffered heavy economic devastation as
their tourism rates immediately plummeted (Stock 2001/2002 689).
This event was contained yet poignant, because even though ancient Egyptian paganism
effectively does not exist today, it is continuously brought back to consciousness by the
prevalence of tourism and tourists who tend to focus almost solely on these pantheistic temples.
In fact, ancient Egyptians made sure to put the name of the deceased into prayers inscribed on
their coffins, tomb walls, or cult chapels, for simply speaking someone’s name, no matter how
long ago they died, gives praise and offering to that deceased person (Teeter 2011: 128-31).
Thus, by the existence of these tourists that come through and engaged with the architectural
remains (even if they did not speak aloud a deceased’s name), were interacting with this
religioscape that is long gone. By its very nature, the religioscape and subsequent archeoscape
created by the ancient Egyptians for their religion accidentally-on-purpose ensured that the
religion itself would never truly die, as long as someone somewhere remembered what it was;
their insistence on the building of grand structures definitely helps safeguard this immortality.
Even though a religioscape is a construct that itself has no agency (and agency belongs to those
who have shaped the religioscapes) (Hayden 2016), I would argue that the pagans of the past still
have some form of agency in the religioscapes of modern Luxor. Their agency survives, as Percy
Shelley’s poem Ozymandias articulates, “stamped on lifeless things,” and with a passion that
never dies even though the original population has themselves.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I would argue that the story of Abu’l Hajjaj’s miracle with the boat was
most likely created after the moulid festival came into existence, instead of being the reason the
moulid festival came into existence as is implied by Hornell (1938). Instead, I hope my research
has shown that it is indeed very possible that the Muslim moulid festival naturally grew from the
pagan Opet festival as “official” religious ideologies changed. With the creation of the Muslim
Brotherhood in 1928 and an increased effort by Islamic areas to enforce their version of the
supposedly “true Islam,” a reason unrelated to ancient Egyptian paganism had to be given as
reasoning for continuing this festival that had many obvious ties to the pagan past. Thus, the
miracle of Abu’l Hajjaj and the boat was born. Hornell (1938) and Wicket (2012) both mention
in passing that this tale was not around until the early 1930’s but give no opinion as to why that
was. Even famed German Egyptologist Eberhard Otto wrote in 1966 that, “we must consider the
possibility that the Egyptians themselves lost the true understanding of the festival in the course
of time” (Bell 1985: 251). If there was a chance that the ancient Egyptians were continuing a
ritual without its original ideologies, then it is not inconceivable that that could be continuing
today with the moulid festival. In addition, I argue that this is not technically a case of true
syncretism, although some of my sources have argued that it is. It is not an attempt at syncretism
or a defiance of the new religion that keeps festivals such as the Opet alive. Instead, it is an
insistence on culture and a basis of tradition. Ideologies may change, but the muscle memory of
customary action remains the same and the movements remain the same among the populations
of Luxor over time. Religion develops from culture, and the moulid festival of Abu’l Hajjaj
mosque shows that culture can continue once its original religion has been wiped away.
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